Abstract What is the metaphysical nature of perceptual experience? What evidence does experience provide us with? These questions are typically addressed in isolation. In order to make progress in answering both questions, perceptual experience needs to be studied in an integrated manner. I develop a unified account of the phenomenological and epistemological role of perceptual experience, by arguing that sensory states provide perceptual evidence due to their metaphysical structure. More specifically, I argue that sensory states are individuated by the perceptual capacities employed and that there is an asymmetric dependence between their employment in perception and their employment in hallucination and illusion. Due to this asymmetric dependence, sensory states provide us with evidence.
Information-question: How does a sensory system accomplish the feat of converting varying informational input into mental representations of invariant features that we attribute to the world?
The last decade has seen an explosion of work in philosophy of mind and cognitive science addressing the mind-and information-questions. While there has been fruitful interaction between work on perception in philosophy of mind and cognitive science, there has been much less attempt to integrate this work with issues in epistemology. Theories that are motivated by the mind-and information-questions have to a large extent been developed independently of concerns about how perception provides us with evidence and knowledge of our environment. For the same reason, theories of perceptual experience that are motivated by the epistemology-question have been developed largely independently of concerns about how perceptual experience brings about conscious mental states. 1 To be sure, most accounts of perceptual justification rely heavily on the idea that perception yields sensory states, which justify beliefs. However, such accounts typically take as a given that such sensory states provide evidence and immediately proceed to addressing the question of what the relationship is between this evidence and relevant beliefs.
There is an increasing recognition that this split has hindered a good understanding of perceptual experience.
2 Questions in philosophy of mind are intimately connected with questions in epistemology in particular with regard to perceptual experience: arguably the role of experience in yielding sensory states is not independent of its role in justifying our beliefs and yielding knowledge. If this is right, then perceptual experience should be studied in an integrated manner.
The aim of this paper is to make headway in developing a unified account of the phenomenological and epistemological role of perceptual experience. I will argue that experience provides us with evidence in virtue of its metaphysical structure. More specifically, employing will argue that sensory states are individuated by the perceptual capacities employed and that there is an asymmetric dependence between their employment in perception and their employment in hallucination and illusion. Due to this asymmetric dependence, sensory states provide us with evidence.
I will proceed as follows. After briefly mapping the landscape of existing views, I will present a modest externalist account of sensory states. In light of this account of sensory states, I will develop a view of perceptual evidence.
Landscape
When we perceive a white cup on a desk, it seems to us that there is a white cup on a desk and we are sensorily aware of the white cup on the desk. This is the good case. By definition, when we hallucinate, we are not perceptually related to the external, mind-independent object that our experience is seemingly of. So when we suffer a hallucination as of a white cup on a desk, we are not causally related to the white cup our experience is seemingly of. However subjectively our experience can be indistinguishable from a perception: it seems to us that there is a white cup on a desk. This is a kind of bad case. Illusions are a different kind of bad case: when we suffer an illusion it seems to us that there is a property instantiated in our environment, which is not in fact instantiated where it seems to us to be. If perceptions, hallucinations, and illusions can be subjectively indistinguishable, what is the connection between the sensory character of these perceptual states and the subject's perceptual or causal relations to objects and property-instances in her environment?
There are two traditional approaches to answering this question. Common factor views posit that subjectively indistinguishable hallucinations and perceptions share a common element. A subject perceives an object if and only if she is in a mental state that is characterized by this common element and some additional condition obtains. Typically, the additional condition is considered to be a causal relation between the experiencing subject and the perceived object (c.f. Crane 2003; Byrne 2001 ). This approach is analogous to the view that knowledge can be factorized into belief and some additional element, say justification. By contrast austere relationalists characterize hallucinations in terms of a deficiency of an accurate perceptual experience and argue that perceptions and hallucinations do not share a common element (c.f. Campbell 2002; Martin 2002; Brewer 2006 ). This approach is analogous to the view that mere belief is to be analyzed as deficient of, but subjectively indiscriminable from knowledge.
With common factor views, I argue that subjectively indistinguishable perceptions, hallucinations, and illusions share a metaphysically substantial, common factor that grounds their sensory character. But with austere relationalists, I argue that hallucinations can only be understood in terms of a deficiency of perceptions. More specifically, I will argue that there is an asymmetric dependence of the bad on the good case. I will show how this way of understanding the metaphysical structure of perceptual experience can be exploited for a view of perceptual evidence.
Modest phenomenological externalism
To set the stage for the view of sensory states that I will present, I will briefly consider the orthodox view. When a subject sees a white cup, it is natural to say that it seems to her that there is a white cup precisely because she is perceptually related to a white cup. Contrast the perceiver's situation with the situation of someone who is suffering a hallucination. Since the hallucinating subject is not perceptually related to a white cup, the fact that it seems to him that there is a white cup present cannot be explained in terms of an awareness relation to an external, mindindependent object and the properties it instantiates. How then should we explain the sensory character of hallucinations? The standard response is to argue that since hallucinating subjects are aware of something, they must stand in an awareness relation to some thing that accounts for this sensory character. The idea is moreover
The epistemic force of perceptual experience that since a hallucinating subject does not stand in an awareness relation to any external, mind-independent object that it seems to her she is perceiving, she must be standing in an awareness relation to some other kind of object-some kind of peculiar entity. This peculiar entity has been understood to be an abstract entity, such as a property-cluster, an (uninstantiated) universal, or a proposition. It has also been understood to be a strange particular, such as a sense-datum, a quale, or an intentional object.
3 Sensory character is then understood to be constituted by awareness relations to such peculiar entities.
A very different view of sensory character is to understand it in terms of a mental activity, more specifically in terms of employing perceptual capacities. 4 The idea is that when we perceive, we employ perceptual capacities by means of which we differentiate and single out particulars in our environment. The relevant particulars are external and mind-independent objects, events, property-instances, and instances of relations. Sensory states are individuated by employing perceptual capacities in a sensory mode, that is, modes such as seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, or tasting.
Consider Percy who perceives a white cup on a desk. He employs his capacity to discriminate white from other colors and to single out white in his environment. Similarly he employs his capacity to differentiate and single out cup-shapes from, say, computer-shapes and lamp-shapes. In virtue of employing such capacities, he is in a sensory state that is of a white cup.
How does this way of understanding the sensory character of perceptions generalize to hallucinations and illusions? To answer this question, let's consider the fact that if we possess a concept, then we can employ it even if we fail to denote anything. After all, if we say ''That's a horse'' pointing to where in fact there is no horse, we are arguably using the very same concept HORSE that we would be using were we pointing at a horse. The very same thing can be said of perceptual capacities. If we possess a perceptual capacity, then we can employ it even if we are not accurately perceiving. If this is right, then we can say that when we hallucinate, we employ the very same capacities that in a subjectively indistinguishable perception are employed while being perceptually related to external, mind-independent particulars. Since in hallucination, we are not perceptually related to a particular, we fail to single out a particular in our environment. We merely purport to single out a particular. As a consequence, at least some of the perceptual capacities employed are baseless. They are baseless in the sense that the targets of discrimination and selection-external, mind-independent particulars-are absent. Analogously, if we employ concepts, but fail to refer, the concepts employed remain empty.
Consider Hallie who suffers a hallucination as of a white cup on a desk. Like Percy, she employs the capacity to discriminate and single out white from other colors and she employs the capacity to differentiate and single out cup-shapes from, say, computer-shapes and lamp-shapes. Since she is hallucinating rather than perceiving and so not perceptually related to a particular white cup, the capacities she employs are baseless. Yet even though she fails to single out any white cup, she is in a sensory state that is as of a white cup in virtue of employing the capacity to discriminate and single out white from other colors and cup-shapes from other shapes.
If it is right that two experiences in which ceteris paribus all the same perceptual capacities are employed in the same sensory mode have the same sensory character, then subjectively indistinguishable perceptions, hallucinations, and illusions will share a metaphysically substantial common factor. The common factor is individuated by the perceptual capacities that the subject employs in a sensory mode.
In order to show how this amounts to an externalist view of sensory character despite positing a common element between subjectively indistinguishable perceptions, hallucinations, and illusions, it will be necessary to specify what it means to possess perceptual capacities. When we perceive or suffer an illusion or hallucination, we employ perceptual capacities the possession of which depends on perceptual relations to the very particulars that the capacities single out in the case of an accurate perception. 5 We can understand the requirement for possessing perceptual capacities in the following way: to possess a perceptual capacity is to be in a position to single out the particulars that capacity functions to single out.
The perceptual capacities in play can be understood to be discriminatory, selective capacities or concepts-at least on certain ways of understanding concepts. There is good scientific evidence that discriminatory, selective capacities are cognitively the most low-level mental capacities employed in perception, so I will focus on this kind of perceptual capacity.
6 A discriminatory, selective capacity is a low-level mental capacity that functions to differentiate, single out, and in some cases type the kind of particulars that the capacity is of. For example, if we possess the discriminatory, selective capacity that functions to differentiate and single out red, we are in a position to differentiate instances of red from other colors in our environment and to single out instances of red. More generally, to possess a discriminatory, selective capacity is to be in a position to differentiate and single out the type of particulars that the capacity is of, were one related to such a particular.
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So if we possess such a capacity, then-assuming no finking, masking, or other exotic case obtains (see Lewis 1997 )-the following counterfactual should hold: if we were perceptually related to a particular that the capacity functions to single out, then we would be in a position to single out such a particular. 8 Singling out a particular is a proto-conceptual analogue of referring to a particular. While referring requires conceptual capacities, singling out particulars requires no such cognitively rich capacities. There are further analogies between discriminatory, selective capacities and concepts. Like concepts the same discriminatory, selective capacity can be employed in different environments and in this sense such capacities are repeatable. Moreover, like concepts the discriminatory, selective capacities can be more or less fine-grained. Say you are seeing a field of flowers that are shades of red and yellow. You can employ your capacity to discriminate between red and yellow and thus be aware of a field of red and yellow flowers. Alternatively, you can employ your capacity to discriminate between crimson, scarlet, and vermillion, and between lemon, mustard, and chartreuse and thus be aware of the colors in front of you in a more fine-grained way.
How does appealing to such capacities help understand sensory states? The suggestion is that sensory states are individuated by employing perceptual capacities in a sensory mode. Any two experiences in which all the same capacities are employed in the same sensory mode will have the same sensory character if all else is equal. Although such capacities are in turn individuated by the type of particulars in the environment that they function to single out, arguably they can be employed even if one is misperceiving or hallucinating. One could be prompted to employ such capacities due to nonstandard circumstances: unusual brain stimulations or misleading distal inputs. If this is right, then we can employ a discriminatory, selective capacity even if a relevant particular is not present-where a relevant particular is a token of the type that the capacity functions to single out. The capacities employed account for the fact that in hallucinations we can purport to single out particulars: from a first-person perspective it can seem as if we were perceptually related to particulars in our environment, even if we are suffering an illusion or a hallucination.
Since sensory states are understood as individuated by employing perceptual capacities rather than the capacities themselves, whether the capacities employed are baseless is not revealed in sensory character. So it is not revealed in our sensory character whether we succeed in differentiating and singling out particulars, and so whether we are perceiving or hallucinating. The important point is that one can distinguish the employment of the capacity-what perceptions, hallucinations, and illusions have in common-from discriminating and singling out a particular-the matter on which perceptions, hallucinations, and illusions differ. It is the 8 The inference from a claim about perceptual capacities to a counterfactual fails in finking, masking and similarly exotic cases. However, all the standard ways of fixing the disposition-to-counterfactual inference can be exploited for the capacity-to-counterfactual inference. See in particular Lewis (1997) . Finding a formulation of the capacity-to-counterfactual inference that is indefeasible in light of all possible finking, masking, and similarly exotic cases would be a project of its own. Therefore, I will here work on the assumption that no such exotic cases obtain. This assumption is independently plausible. employment of the capacity that determines the sensory state. Whether or not a particular is singled out does not affect the sensory state.
While standard views analyze sensory states in terms of awareness relations to peculiar entities, the suggested view makes it possible to acknowledge that a hallucinating subject does not stand in an awareness relation to anything despite being in a sensory state that purports to be of mind-independent particulars.
I have argued that sensory character should be analyzed in terms of employing perceptual capacities, however these capacities are in turn analyzed in terms of perceptual relations to external, mind-independent objects and property-instances. Insofar as one's sensory state is individuated by the perceptual capacities employed, sensory states are inherently related to the objects and property-instances that these perceptual capacities single out in the good case. In this sense, they are inherently related to the perceiver's environment.
This approach allows us to recognize the austere relationalist insight that the sensory character of perception can and should be explained in terms of perceptual relations to the very external, mind-independent objects and property-instances of which a perceiver is aware. Austere relationalists argue that the sensory character of a perception should be understood in terms of an awareness or acquaintance relation to particulars in the perceiver's environment. This insight demystifies the sensory character of perception. However, by arguing for the radical thesis that all there is to having an experience with a certain sensory character is to be perceptually related to one's environment, austere relationalists leave mysterious how one could be in a sensory state if one is not perceiving, but rather suffering an illusion or a hallucination.
9 By introducing perceptual capacities that ground our ability to single out particulars, we can reject this radical thesis. By rejecting the radical thesis, we can give a straightforward explanation of what accounts for the sensory character of illusions and hallucinations.
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So against austere relationalists, I have argued that perceptions and hallucinations share a common element that grounds their sensory character. However with austere relationalists, I have argued that hallucinations exhibit a deficiency that can only be explained with reference to accurate perceptions. Hallucinations are derivative of perceptions insofar as the perceptual capacities employed in hallucinations can only be specified with reference to their possible roles in perceptions.
Perceptual evidence
How does analyzing sensory states in terms of employing perceptual capacities help explain why it is rational to heed the testimony of our senses? As I will argue, sensory states are systematically linked to what they are of in the good case in the 9 For a defence of this radical austere relationalist thesis, see Campbell (2002) , Brewer (2006), and Fish (2009) . Martin (2004) argues for a more moderate version of austere relationalism. 10 For a detailed analysis of how this view can account for hallucinations of uninstantiated properties, the difference between the sensory character of perceptual experience and thought, phenomena such as blurriness and after-images, and other difficult cases, see my 2011.
The epistemic force of perceptual experience sense that the perceptual capacities employed in the bad case are explanatorily and metaphysically parasitic on their employment in the good case. I will then show that in virtue of this systematic linkage, it is rational to heed the testimony of our sensory states.
The asymmetric dependence of the bad case on the good case
There is an explanatory primacy of the good over the bad case since one can give an analysis of the perceptual capacities employed in the bad case only by appealing to their role in the good case. Consider again Hallie who suffers a hallucination as of a white cup on a desk. Even though she fails to single out anything white, she is in a sensory state that is as of an instance of white in virtue of employing the capacity to discriminate and single out white from other colors. She would single out an instance of white, were she in the good case-assuming that no finking, masking, or other exotic case obtains. After all, she is employing a discriminatory, selective capacity the very function of which is to differentiate white from other colors and to single out white in her environment. In this sense, we need to refer to what Hallie would discriminate between and what she would single out in the good case in order to explain the role of the capacities she employs in the bad case.
The explanatory primacy of the good over the bad case is licensed by a more basic metaphysical primacy. There is a metaphysical primacy of the good over the bad case insofar as one can possess the discriminatory, selective capacities employed in the bad case only in virtue of being the kind of being that could employ those very capacities in the good case. Call this the metaphysical primacy thesis. Why should we accept this thesis? The function of discriminatory, selective capacities is to differentiate and single out the type of particulars that the capacity is of. It would be unclear what it would mean to possess a discriminatory, selective capacity, the very function of which is to single out a type of particular, without being in a position to single out such a particular when perceptually related to one. If we possess the capacity to discriminate and single out white from other colors, we can use this capacity to single out white in our environment. Were we not in a position to use our capacity in this way, we would not count as possessing the capacity. In short, while discriminatory, selective capacities can be employed in hallucination, they are individuated by relations between perceivers and their environment insofar as the function of the capacity is to differentiate and single out, say, instances of white in perception. In this sense, there is a metaphysical priority of the good over the bad case. As I will show in the next section, it is in virtue of this metaphysical priority that sensory states provide us with evidence.
The metaphysical priority thesis entails the counterfactual that if we possess a discriminatory, selective capacity, then-assuming that no finking, masking, or other exotic case obtains-we would be in a position to single out a relevant particular, were we related to such a particular. However, it also entails the counterfactual that if we possess such a capacity, we would fail to single out a relevant particular, were we not related to such a particular. While it entails these symmetric counterfactuals, the metaphysical priority thesis is not to be identified with them. After all, the thesis posits that there is an asymmetry between the role of the good and the bad case. To motivate this consider the fact that the heart has the function to pump blood. It does not have the function to fail to pump blood-though in the bad case it will fail. One possible way to understand this asymmetry is in terms of evolution: the function of the heart is to do what it was selected for (Millikan 1984) . However, it need not be understood in an evolutionary way. Any plausible account of natural function will support the idea that the heart has the function to pump blood rather than the function to fail to pump blood. Likewise, perceptual capacities have the function to single out particulars in the environment. They do not have the function to fail to single out particulars. An evolutionary account of function would posit that perceptual capacities evolved for the purpose of singling out particulars rather than for the purpose of failing to single out particulars. However again, there is no need to explain the asymmetry in evolutionary terms. On any plausible account of natural function, we can say that perceptual capacities function to single out particulars rather than function to fail to single out particulars.
Accepting the metaphysical priority thesis is compatible with acknowledging that one could possess a perceptual capacity that one has never actually used successfully in perception. Moreover, the perceptual capacities employed in hallucinations need not have been acquired through perceptions. They might be innate, they might have been acquired through testimony, or they might have been arrived at through imagination. So the metaphysical priority thesis does not imply that we must have successfully used a perceptual capacity in the past to count as possessing such a capacity. It implies only that we must be in a position to use the capacity successfully when perceptually related to a relevant particular.
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11 Now, does the existence of a perceptual capacity require the existence of at least one successful employment of that capacity? While it is possible to possess such a capacity without having been perceptually related to any particulars of the type that the capacity singles out in the good case, it is plausible that any such perceptual capacity is grounded in perception insofar as the existence of the capacity depends on perceptions of the particulars that the capacity singles out. If this is right, then it follows that there cannot exist any such perceptual capacity that is not grounded in perception. However, it does not follow from this that an individual subject must have had perceptions of the particulars that the capacity singles out to possess the relevant capacity. It follows only that there can exist a perceptual capacity that functions to single out a type of particular, only if a particular of that type has been perceived by someone, somewhere. The argument for the metaphysical priority of the good over the bad case does not depend on resolving the question of whether the existence of a perceptual capacity requires the existence of at least one successful application by someone, somewhere. However, depending on what stance one takes on this issue one must either reject or accept the metaphysical possibility of the scenario of a world of brains in a vat that can hallucinate. Regardless of what stance one takes on this issue, the suggested view allows that a brain in a vat in our world could have hallucinations and so phenomenal evidence.
Can Swampman possess perceptual capacities? Swampman is a being that came into existence through a bolt of lightning and so has no causal history (Davidson 1987) . If perceptual capacities are understood in an evolutionary way, then Swampman could not possess the capacities in play. However, if they are understood in a non-evolutionary way, then Swampman could possess the relevant capacities. After all, no past experiences are necessary to possess such capacities. The condition for their possession is understood counterfactually: if one possess the capacity to single out red, then one would be able to single out an instance of red, were on related to such an instance. For present purposes, we can remain neutral on whether capacities are understood in an evolutionary or a non-evolutionary sense.
I have argued that if a subject's environment sensorily seems a certain way to her (regardless of how it in fact is), then she is in a sensory state that is systematically linked to what it is of in the good case. More specifically, I have argued that sensory states are systematically linked to what they are of in the good case in the sense that the perceptual capacities employed in the bad case are explanatorily and metaphysically parasitic on their employment in the good case. In the next section, I will show how this asymmetric dependence of the bad case on the good case can be exploited for an account of perceptual evidence.
Perceptual evidence and systematic linkage
How do we get from the metaphysical fact that sensory states are systematically linked to what they are of in the good case to the epistemic fact that the sensory state provides us with evidence? I will argue that if a subject is in a sensory state that is systematically linked to what it is of in the good case, then she is in a sensory state that provides perceptual evidence for what the state is of in the good case. The truth of this thesis depends on two principles. The first principle is that if sensory states are systematically linked to what they are of in the good case in the sense specified, then it is epistemically rational to heed the testimony of these sensory states. The second principle is that if it is epistemically rational to heed the testimony of sensory states, then they provide evidence. I will give support to each principle in turn.
I argued that sensory states are systematically linked to particulars of the type that the sensory state is of in the good case insofar as it is the function of the perceptual capacities that determine the sensory state to single out the relevant particulars. If it is the function of a perceptual capacity to single out, say, instances of red and employing that perceptual capacity yields sensory states of red, then it is rational to heed that sensory state and so trust that something red is present. In speaking of it being the function of discriminatory, selective capacities to single out what they are of in the good case, I do not mean to speak of their actual reliability but rather of how they are to be understood metaphysically. It is the function of a discriminatory, selective capacity to single out, say, instances of red. This is so regardless of how often the capacity in fact singles out instances of red. The second principle states a sufficient condition for something to count as evidence. It follows from a substantive but largely uncontroversial view about evidence, namely, that it is a crucial property of evidence that if it is epistemically rational to heed x in the absence of defeaters, then x provides evidence. 12 See Ayer (1972) , Kelly (2003 Kelly ( , 2007 , Neta (2003 Neta ( , 2008 , Weatherson (2005) , and Pryor (forthcoming) for discussions of this property of evidence. An interesting question is what the connection is between the strength of the evidence we have for a proposition and our confidence in that proposition. For discussion of the relation between having evidence for p and having confidence in p, see Neta (2003 Neta ( , 2008 and Silins (2005) . Since our concern here is restricted to the questions of what evidence perceptual experience provides us with and why it is rational to heed it, we can bracket this issue for the purposes of this paper. I reserve a detailed discussion of how the account developed here connects to questions about confidence for a future paper. Now one might object that beliefs are linked to what they are of in the good case, but it is not rational to treat beliefs as evidence. So why is it rational to treat sensory states as evidence but not beliefs? 13 In response, we can concede that many things are in some way linked to what they are of in the good case. It is not rational to treat all those things as evidence. However, I argued that sensory states are systematically linked to what they are of in the good case in the sense that the perceptual capacities employed in the bad case are explanatorily and metaphysically parasitic on their employment in the good case. So the systematic linkage between sensory states and what they are of in the good case was understood in a specific way. The very nature of perceptual capacities is determined by functional connections between perceivers and their environment. The capacities employed in perception link perceptual states with particulars in the environment. Perception is our original connection to our environment. The capacities that determine beliefs are arguably not systematically linked to what they are of in the good case in this way. After all, while the capacities that determine beliefs function to get the facts right, they do not generally function to single out particulars. Therefore, the argument provided for why it is rational to heed the testimony of our senses does not over-generalize to beliefs. 14 3.3 Wider context I have argued that our perceptual evidence in the bad case is brought about by employing the very same perceptual capacities that in the good case allow us to perceptually navigate our environment. While these capacities are individuated by functional relations to the particulars they single out in perception, we can employ the same capacities while failing to single out a relevant particular. So having perceptual evidence is compatible with our perceptual capacities being employed baselessly. As a consequence, hallucinations provide us with tangible, though misleading evidence. The evidence is individuated by our sensory states. So it is a kind of phenomenal evidence. A subjectively indistinguishable perception will provide us with the very same phenomenal evidence. After all, our sensory state can be the very same regardless of whether we are perceiving or hallucinating. For the purposes of this paper, we can remain neutral on whether we have any additional factive evidence in the case of an accurate perception.
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While the developed notion of evidence is externalist in that phenomenal evidence is individuated by perceptual capacities employed and there is an asymmetric dependence of the capacities employed in the bad case on their 13 This objection is due to Alex Byrne.
14 Now, what if we assume for the sake of argument both that beliefs are a kind of sensory state and that the capacities that determine beliefs are explanatorily and metaphysically parasitic on their employment in the good case? On these two controversial assumptions, it is plausible that beliefs provide us with evidence. So on these assumptions, the argument provided for why it is rational to heed the testimony of our senses generalizes to beliefs. It does not however over-generalize and so would not be a problem for the developed view, since beliefs are now understood to have many of the fundamental properties of perceptual states. 15 For a defense of the view that perception provides us with both phenomenal and factive evidence, see my forthcoming.
employment in the good case, we can have phenomenal evidence even when we are in the bad case. The developed notion of phenomenal evidence is internalist only insofar as the phenomenal evidence of two experiencers in different environments can be the very same. It is not internalist regarding the accessibility of the evidence: it does not impose any accessibility requirement on evidence. More importantly, it is not internalist insofar as our phenomenal evidence is understood in terms of an asymmetric dependence of the bad case on the good case.
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This externalist notion of phenomenal evidence makes room for the idea that having evidence is a matter of being in an epistemic position that is well situated to tell us the truth, while allowing that we can have such evidence even if we happen to have been led astray and so are in a state that is not accurate with regard to our environment. As a consequence, the suggested view shows how experience provides us with phenomenal evidence even in the bad case without retreating to introspective evidence.
The developed view about perceptual evidence makes room for an externalist account of the epistemic role of perceptual experience that does not depend on and does not entail reliabilism (Goldman 1979) . One might argue that it is in virtue of perceptual capacities being reliable that the sensory states they determine provide us with evidence. On the defended view, sensory states provide us with evidence since sensory states are systematically linked to what they are of in the good case. I argued that sensory states are systematically linked to what they are of in the good case in the sense that the perceptual capacities employed in the bad case are explanatorily and metaphysically parasitic on their employment in the good case. So the notion of systematic linkage in play is understood in terms of a metaphysical and explanatory primacy notion rather than a reliabilist notion. Indeed, the perceptual capacities that determine sensory states may more often than not be used in ways that fail to produce accurate representations of the world. So such capacities may fail to be reliable. But while the suggested view does not depend on and does not entail reliabilism, it is compatible with such a view.
The suggested view of phenomenal evidence is compatible not only with reliabilism, it is compatible also with the basic commitments of virtue epistemology. 17 However again one can accept the view without accepting the basic commitments of virtue epistemology. The suggested view for instance neither entails nor depends on the thesis that epistemology is a normative discipline. Neither the capacities nor the metaphysical and explanatory primacy notions in play need be understood in terms of virtues or any other normative notion.
Conclusion
I have argued for an externalist view of perceptual evidence that makes room for a phenomenal conception of evidence. My explanation for why sensory states provide phenomenal evidence is that the perceptual capacities employed in the bad case are systematically linked to their employment in the good case insofar as we can possess the capacities employed in the bad case only in virtue of being the kind of being that could employ the relevant capacities in the good case. So the perceptual capacities employed in the bad case are metaphysically and explanatorily parasitic on their employment in the good case. There is a metaphysical primacy of the good over the bad case insofar as one can possess the perceptual capacities only in virtue of being the kind of being that could successfully employ those capacities in the good case. There is an explanatory primacy of the good over the bad case insofar as giving an analysis of the perceptual capacities employed in the bad case requires appealing to their role in the good case.
